




• investigate the necessity and feasibility af possible new
measures and solutions ta manage the space debris population

• increase compliance with the Space Debris Mitigation
Guidelines

As per LTS guideline A4, lndia limits the post mission presence af 
GEO objects ta avoid radio interference. As per sub clause 6, lndia 

is presently fully compliant with the LTS recommended guideline on 
post mission disposal for GEO objects. Efforts are underway for 
better compliance with the guideline an limiting presence of space 
objects in LEO at end af mission. 

As per LTS guideline 0.2, the present case studies are the part af 
efforts taken ta increase compliance with the space debris 
mitigation guidelines. 

111. Lessons learned
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For GEO satellite,replacement mission needs ta be planned ta 
seamlessly retire the satellite at the end of its stipulated life and 
perform its post mission disposal. Otherwise, extending mission 
may be inevitable to maintain continuity of service which in turn 
may result in expenditure of fuel reserved for post mission disposal. 
Consequently, it may become difficult to achieve the prescribed 
perigee raise ta ensure that the disposed satellite does not 
encroach GEO region in future, compromising sustainability goals. 

Recent disposal exercises af LEO satellites have provided better 
insights an subtler operational aspects and challenges af disposing 
af an aging satellite. 

This experience will be suitably leveraged in subsequent de
orbiting exercises. It also aided in deriving design requirements ta 
facilitate end-of-life disposal process of future LEO missions, 
especially regarding fuel allocation for post mission de-orbiting. 

For LEO missions operating above 600 km, sufficient fuel needs ta 
be allocated at the design leve! for post mission de-orbitingto limit 
orbital lifetime at end of mission for sustainability of LEO. 

Extending mission life af a satellite should be based an 
consideration ofsystem health, fuel availability and redundancy 
aspects to avoid compromising successful post mission disposal is 
not compromised. 
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